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The ENGINITE project is now completed.
Read below the final project milestones achieved
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5th Project
Meeting in
Larnaca, Cyprus
The ENGINITE 5th
Transnational Project
as
meeting took place in
Larnaca Cyprus, on the
14th of October.
The partnership selected
a very unique location for
this meeting i.e.
@YouthMakerSpace, in
order to conclude the
project in the best
possible manner.
As part of the project
meeting the ENGINITE
partners had the
opportunity to review all
pending issues, with a
highlight on important
chapters to be included in
the project’s final report.

“A successful 2-year collaboration with a great consortium
has now reached its end. Thank you to all who participated in
our project.”

A positive internship period for young engineers: The
ENGINITE helps unemployed engineers to find a job
Our young engineers completed their
internships with the Cyprus and Greek
companies, and their overall experience was
very positive. We are happy because the
internship period had an impact on the
employment for some of young engineers, who
were unemployed when they entered our
innovative programme, and managed to find a
job. Through a very systematic evaluation
process, we have also concluded that the
programme as a whole offered valuable skills
to the young engineers. The top ranked skills
were project management, communication and
innovation. Visit our Facebook community and find out the testimonials
shared by our young interns: https://www.facebook.com/EnginiteErasmus/

Multiplier events: Six multiplier events were successfully
hosted in Cyprus and Greece

Particular emphasis was
given on discussing the
project’s overall impact
and further exploitation
plans.
The final meeting was
very productive, and was
marked with positive
comments by all
partners.

Six multiplier events have been successfully hosted in Cyprus and Greece.
During these events the consortium had the chance to disseminate the
project results to interested stakeholders, public authorities and the
general audience. The attendance to these events was satisfactory, a fact
which pleased our team since it was a real proof of the interest and impact
of our ENGINITE project. Make sure to catch the news section in our
website in order to receive more info on all the multiplier events hosted
(https://www.enginite.eu/news-events/).
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A FINAL CONCLUDING MESSAGE FROM OUR PROJECT COORDINATOR
The two-years journey of the ENGINITE project is successfully coming
to an end. Reflecting upon this journey with the project consortium, it
is a pleasure to see that all the milestones set at the project have been
effectively met as follows:
Achievement 1: A handbook was successfully developed for PBL/VET
providing useful guidelines for instructors, academics and/or practitioners on
how to develop new, VET tertiary level and industry-oriented courses in the
content of hands-on PBL and work-based experiences (For more information
visit: https://www.enginite.eu/pedagogy/)
Achievement 2: The Educational Content of the ENGINITE Training
Programme, which was consisted by: (a) the educational training programme,
(b) the Guidebook for Trainers that can help all interested trainers to deliver
the course developed, (c) the Guidebook for Mentors and (d) the programme
specification, were successfully delivered and designed(For more information
visit: https://www.enginite.eu/pedagogy/)
Achievement 3: The ENGINITE Online Training Platform was successfully developed in parallel with the development of
the ENGINITE training programme and the Guidebooks in order to make available the ENGINITE Training Programme
through internet. The Online Training Platform was one of the most important Intellectual Outputs of ENGINITE project
(https://platform.enginite.eu/)

As the ENGINITE project and the achievement of its goals was a collaborative effort, as the Project Coordinator,
I would like to thank all the stakeholders involved and contributed to these milestones during the last two years:
our young engineers, the trainers, the mentors and our invited speakers, the involved companies but most of all,
I owe big thank you to all the partners for making this project a real journey!

THANKS TO ALL PARTNERS FOR MAKING THIS PROJECT, A REAL JOURNEY.
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